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Abstract 7	

 8	

The increasing number of broad-band seismic stations recording the full spectrum of the 9	

seismic wavefield continuously has boosted interest in background signals recorded in 10	

the absence of earthquakes. Different human-made and natural phenomena other than 11	

earthquakes result in Earth vibrations that are recorded on seismometers. Those signals 12	

have classically been considered as disturbing noise, but in the last decades this view 13	

has turned, as it has been shown that seismic data can be used not only to monitor 14	

earthquake activity, but also to investigate climatic changes, track hurricanes, monitor 15	

river flows, or survey anthropogenic activity, hence making new links between 16	

seismology and different research fields. This contribution reviews state-of-the-art 17	

knowledge on the sources of seismic energy in different frequency bands using a single,  18	

two-weeks-long, seismic data file recorded by a high quality broad-band station located 19	

in the Pyrenees. This data allows exploration of the wide spectrum of ground motion, 20	

enabling a review of different processes involved in the generation of what 21	

seismologists commonly regard as background noise when focusing on ground motion 22	

from local and teleseismic earthquakes and explosions recorded in the same time 23	

interval.  24	

 25	

 26	

1 Introduction 27	

 28	

Since the early times of the seismic instrumental era it has been clear that seismic 29	

instruments were able to record natural and human-made phenomena distinct from 30	

earthquakes, including Earth tides, oceanic waves, atmospheric disturbances, or human 31	

activity. As an example of this interdisciplinarity, the first recording of a distant 32	

earthquake was obtained at Potsdam in April 1889 using an instrument designed by E. 33	

von Rebeur-Pashwitz to record Earth tides (Varga, 2009). As early as 1870, Bertelli 34	
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(1872) related Earth vibration and atmospheric changes, noting that a pendulum moved 35	

continuously for hours or days in periods with disturbed air pressure. The term 36	

“microseisms” has been used since the nineteenth century to refer to “the more or less 37	

motion of the ground which is not produced by earthquakes or explosions, has periods 38	

or pseudo periods of not exceeding several minutes and continuous for many periods” 39	

(Gutenberg, 1958). Nowadays, the observation of this background seismic signal has 40	

received a new boost with the availability of an increasing number of continuously 41	

recording digital broad-band seismic stations and the development of new techniques to 42	

use this signal as a tool to retrieve tomographic images of the 3D seismic velocity 43	

structure in the crust and uppermost mantle (e.g., Campillo and Paul, 2003). With the 44	

present day technology, the seismic spectrum recorded by typical broad-band stations 45	

covers about 7 orders of magnitude, extending from 0.01 mHz to hundreds of Hz. 46	

Different processes are responsible for the energy recorded in different parts of the 47	

seismic spectrum, just as the tessitura of different singers (from soprano to bass) covers 48	

the audible spectrum. Overprinting these background signals, earthquakes appear as 49	

transient events extending across the spectrum.  50	

 51	

Illustrating the different contributions to the seismic signal in a compact way is not 52	

easy, as a period of high quality data encompassing phenomena with very different time 53	

scales must be identified. We present here data from the vertical component of a 54	

Trillium 240 broad-band seismometer installed in the Geodyn facility of the Canfranc 55	

underground laboratory (LSC). This site is located in the Central Pyrenees in a former 56	

railway tunnel at 350 m beneath the surface and hence benefits from a lower level of 57	

seismic noise. Data from this station is sent in near-real time to the Orfeus data center 58	

and is openly available from the EIDA nodes (http:/	 http://www.orfeus-59	

eu.org/eida/eida.html network code: LC, station code: CANF). We have selected a two- 60	

weeks-long period in Fall 2012 gathering the record of Earth tides, microseismic noise, 61	

distant and local earthquakes, cultural noise and even less common features, such as the 62	

seismic signal generated by water flow in the nearby river (Figure 1). The instrumental 63	

response has been removed following standard procedures and the signal referred to 64	

ground velocity, expressed in nm/s.  A single file encompassing the selected time 65	

interval is provided as Supplementary Material.  66	

 67	
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The vertical seismic trace appears as a smoothly changing amplitude including short, 68	

spike-like signals, which correspond to distant and local earthquakes (Figure 1, upper 69	

panel). The corresponding spectrogram (Figure 1, lower panel) provides richer 70	

information that the time series, as the signal is decomposed to get the time evolution of 71	

its frequency content. A color palette, expressed in dB and relative to a reference value 72	

of 1 (m2/s4)/Hz, is used to show the energy distribution. It is easy to observe that, while 73	

some frequency ranges remained almost unchanged during the whole investigated 74	

period, others show very large variation with time.  75	

 76	

Hereafter, we will use this data set to move through the seismic wavefield and discuss 77	

the processes involved in signal generation at different frequency ranges. 78	

 79	

 80	

2  High frequency band  81	

 82	

Seismic methods focused in the exploration of the uppermost crustal levels can use 83	

man-made signals with frequencies above 50 Hz. Nevertheless, most of the seismic 84	

energy propagating significant distances across the Earth has characteristic frequencies 85	

not exceeding some tens of Hz. The frequency band between 1 and 50 Hz is generally 86	

dominated by human activities (road traffic, machinery etc.) even if other natural 87	

sources of noise, such as winds or rainfall, can also contribute, in particular for sites 88	

located far from human activity. Analyzing a station located in the New Mexico desert, 89	

Withers et al, (1996) found that the seismic background was contaminated by wind-90	

generated noise for winds speed greater than 3 m/s. De Angelis et al. (2012) reported 91	

also ground displacements attributed to local atmospheric pressure variations associated 92	

with local winds near the Pacific coast of the Olympic Peninsula. Regarding man-made 93	

signals, also referred as cultural or anthropogenic noise, it has been shown that it 94	

propagates mainly as surface waves, with frequencies higher than 2-4 Hz that attenuate 95	

within several kilometers from the source (e.g., Havskov and Alguacil, 2004). Seismic 96	

noise investigations, in particular in urban environments, have clearly evidenced the 97	

daytime-nightime and working days- weekends variability in the seismic energy at high 98	

frequencies (Groos and Ritter, 2009). Riahl and Gestoft (2015) have recently shown that 99	

seismic data acquired in dense networks can be used for effective traffic monitoring. 100	

Man-made seismic signals have been used for site amplification studies (Bonnefoy-101	
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Claudet, 2006) and even to retrieve velocity-depth profiles of the subsurface depths 102	

(Nakata et al., 2011). 103	

 104	

Figure 2a shows the seismic trace band-pass filtered between 1 and 10 Hz during four 105	

selected days. It can be easily observed that the seismic amplitude is higher in the 106	

daytime hours for the 15th, 16th and 17th October, while for Sunday, October 14th, the 107	

amplitude level remains low and presents little variation. Such time variation pattern, 108	

including large day/night and working/weekend day variations are thus associated to the 109	

human activity at the vicinity of the station and, in this particular case, to the traffic 110	

intensity in the road tunnel close to the recording site. The daytime seismic trace 111	

appears as a non-continuous ensemble of short bursts of relatively large amplitude 112	

events, corresponding to the passage of individual vehicles near the station. The 113	

spectrogram presented at Figure 2b illustrates the same feature, with working hours 114	

having a mean noise level around 5 dB higher.  115	

 116	

During days 293-297 (19th-23th October), the spectrogram shows a characteristic pattern 117	

in the 1-10 Hz band which clearly overprints the contribution of human-generated noise 118	

(Figure 1). This uncommon feature has been investigated by Diaz et al. (2014), and 119	

linked to discharge variations of the Aragon River, an Alpine style stream located about 120	

350 m eastward of the recording site. During severe storms, most of the seismic energy 121	

recorded at CANF is generated by the impact with the river channel of the bed load 122	

particles carried by the stream. The seismic amplitude of the band-passed signal shows 123	

large variations which can be correlated with changes in the discharge rate (Figure 2c). 124	

The spectrogram (Figure 2d) provides further information, as it shows that the dominant 125	

frequency in the 1-2.5 Hz band shifts following the discharge in the Aragon River, 126	

while for higher frequencies the energy is distributed more uniformly. Note than at the 127	

end of the episode, the dominant frequency smoothly increases, following the 128	

progressive descent of the river discharge. Seismic signals generated by river discharges 129	

have been identified in a limited number of settings, including Himalayan rivers (Burtin 130	

et al., 2008), discharges following the passage of typhoons (Hsu et al., 2011) or large 131	

controlled flood experiments (Schmandt et al, 2013). Therefore, under some conditions, 132	

seismic data can be used to monitor nearby rivers discharge, hence opening connections 133	

between seismology and hydrology.  134	

 135	
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 136	

2 Microseismic band   137	

 138	

Since the beginning of seismology it has been known that for stations distributed 139	

worldwide, ground motion largely concentrates between 0.04 and 1 Hz, in the so-called 140	

microseismic band. In the second half of the XIXth century, some of the fathers of 141	

seismology, including Bertelli and Milne, already established a link between 142	

meteorology and microseisms (Dewey and Byerly, 1969). As reported by Ebeling 143	

(2012), Wiechert (1904) proposed that microseisms were generated by surf breaking at 144	

the shoreline and Zoeppritz (1908) related microseisms with moving deep low-pressure 145	

systems. Later on, Gilmore (1946) stated that microseisms are associated with cyclones 146	

only when those are located far from land.  147	

In the early 1950s, the literature on microseisms was already extensive, as it can be 148	

noted in a state-of-the-art report published by Gutenberg (1958), and it was widely 149	

accepted that the origin of microseisms is related to oceanic waves, as winds generated 150	

by intense cyclonic storm systems over the oceans transfer atmospheric energy into 151	

ocean gravity waves that are then partially coupled to the solid Earth, exciting the 152	

propagation of seismic waves. The microseismic band has two different peaks related to 153	

distinct mechanisms transferring storm-generated gravity waves to the seismic 154	

wavefield. The single frequency peak (SF), also referred as the primary microseismic 155	

peak, is located around 0.7 Hz, while the double frequency peak (DF), also known as 156	

the secondary microseism peak, comprises most of the seismic energy recorded in the 157	

absence of large earthquakes and it has a dominant frequency around 0.15 Hz. Longuet-158	

Higgins (1950) established a theory explaining the DF peak as the result of oceanic 159	

waves traveling in opposite directions and generating stationary waves that interact to 160	

couple energy into elastic waves with a frequency that is twice the ocean wave 161	

frequency. Later on, Hasselmann (1963) related the origin of the SF peak to direct 162	

pressure fluctuations at the ocean bottom from breaking and/or shoaling waves, 163	

generally in shallow waters. 164	

 165	

The relationship between ocean waves and seismic background noise has led to the use 166	

of the latter for global-scale monitoring of ocean-wave height (Bromirski et al.,1999; 167	

Stutzmann et al., 2009; Aster et al., 2010) and to track the time evolution of large 168	

hurricanes (Gerstoft et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2015), hence providing a robust link 169	
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between seismology and oceanography. Most of the seismic energy generated by ocean 170	

waves coupling in the seabed propagates as Rayleigh surface waves and is regularly 171	

recorded on land, even at large distances from the coast (Stutzmann et al., 2009), even if 172	

recent investigations have also identified a contribution of compressional P-waves 173	

(Zhang et al., 2010). The relative importance of coastal and deep ocean sources of DF 174	

microseisms is still an open question. Since the 1960’s, seismic arrays as LASA, 175	

NORSAR, ALPA or Grafenberg have been used to locate the origin of the microseismic 176	

signals (Cessaro, 1994; Friedrich et al., 1998). Different authors have described 177	

observations and synthetic models favoring a near-coastal origin (Schulte-Pelkum et al., 178	

2004; Gerstoft and Tanimoto, 2007; Traer et al., 2012; Bromirski et al., 2013). 179	

However, DF sources located in deep oceans have also been identified (Stehly et al., 180	

2006; Landes et al., 2010; Stutzmann et al., 2012; Obrebski et al., 2012), in some cases 181	

related to the passage of moving storms (Chevrot et al., 2007).  182	

 183	

Figure 3 presents the seismic signal in the microseismic band and clearly shows that the 184	

energy level changes substantially over time. The filtered seismic trace (Figure 3a, 185	

lower panel) shows four bursts of increased energy centered on days 287, 289, 292 and 186	

295, the latter two being the most energetic. In order to relate those episodes with ocean 187	

wave activity, Figure 3b shows daily snapshots of the significant wave-height hindcast 188	

for the central Atlantic. As it can be observed, the first two intervals correlate with the 189	

occurrence of storms near the southern coast of Greenland, a region prone to generate 190	

microseismic noise. The large signal centered on day 292 correlates with the arrival of 191	

high oceanic waves at the Bay of Biscay coast, and with the passage of hurricane Sandy 192	

along of North-America coast. The last episode, centered on day 295, is dominated by 193	

large waves in the deep waters south of Iceland (Figure 3b). The inspection of the 194	

corresponding spectrogram (Figure 3, upper panel) provides richer information on the 195	

separate contributions of SF and DF peaks. The SF band, delineated by a dashed box, 196	

follows the time variation observed in the seismic trace. The lower part of the DF, in the 197	

0.1-0.2 Hz range, shows a similar pattern, in particular for the 291-293 and 294-297 198	

episodes, while energy variations at higher frequencies have a different pattern. 199	

Bromirski et al., (2005) have proposed a division of the DF peak into two zones on the 200	

basis of data from the ocean bottom seismometer H2O. Frequencies beneath 0.2 Hz will 201	

be excited at coastal regions, while higher frequency energy will be generated in open 202	

waters. This interpretation seems consistent with our observations, as high energy 203	
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intervals are observed simultaneously in the SF and lower DF peaks but not in the 204	

higher DF zone.  205	

 206	

During the episode encompassing days 294-297 of year 2012, the SF and the lower part 207	

of the DF peaks show dispersion, with the dominant frequency smoothly increasing 208	

over time. Bromirski et al. (2013) observed a similar dispersion for stations located near 209	

the western US coast and proposed that dispersion shows how the oceanic depression 210	

approaches the coastline. The dispersion observed in our data for the SF and lower DF 211	

peaks between days 294 and 295 reflects the progressive arrival of high waves 212	

generated by the cyclone, which moves north to south along the central Atlantic, up to 213	

the coast of the Bay of Biscay. The most energetic time interval in the upper part of the 214	

DF peak corresponds to days 295-296 and correlates with the occurrence of high waves 215	

above the deep waters of the central Atlantic, hence arguing in favor of a source region 216	

located at open waters for this zone of the spectrum. The 291-292 episode has large 217	

energy level in both SF and DF, but no dispersion is observed, suggesting that the 218	

location of signal-generating storm remains stable, or that the source region is far from 219	

the European coasts. For this episode the energy increase in the upper DF peaks is lower 220	

than in the previous case and starts nearly one day later than in the SF and lower DF 221	

bands, suggesting that it can be a multiple sources episode, including the arrival of high 222	

waves in the Bay of Biscay area and the passage of the hurricane Sandy near the coast 223	

of North America (Chen et al., 2015; Sufri et al., 2014). 224	

 225	

 226	

3 Earth’s hum  227	

 228	

Moving to lower frequencies, the frequency band ranging between 2 and 20 mHz 229	

(periods of 300-30s) is usually referred as “Earth’s hum” and is observed worldwide at 230	

high quality sites. Following large earthquakes, the normal modes of the Earth are 231	

excited, resulting in energy peaks extending from 0.3 mHz (54 minutes) to 10 mHz and 232	

presenting maximum energy in the 2-8 mHz range. Normal modes were first observed 233	

unambiguously by Benioff et al (1961) following the great Chile earthquake in 1960. 234	

Since then, normal modes have played a key role in deriving the radial variations of 235	

density, P-wave and S-wave velocities for the whole Earth (Gilbert and Dziewonski, 236	
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1975), in calculating synthetic seismograms (Harvey, 1981) and in evaluating centroid 237	

moment tensors of large earthquakes (Dziewonski et al., 1981).  238	

 239	

 240	

Nawa et al. (1998), using data from a superconducting gravimeter in East Antarctica, 241	

first showed that the normal modes can be excited in the absence of earthquakes, though 242	

the effect is subtle. The direct coupling of atmospheric pressure variations has been 243	

proposed as the mechanism responsible of the excitation of these modes (Sorrells, 1971; 244	

Suda et al., 1998). However, most recent investigations tend to neglect the effect of 245	

pressure changes, favoring an origin related to the so-called infragravity waves 246	

(Tanimoto, 2005; Ardhuin et al., 2015). Infragravity waves (IG) are small amplitude 247	

oceanic surface waves with periods exceeding 25s (Webb, 2007). They are generated by 248	

nonlinear interactions of wind-driven waves close to shorelines and propagate then in 249	

the open ocean, where they are ubiquitous, generating pressure fluctuations which 250	

couple to vertical movements of the solid Earth that can be recorded inland. Rhie and 251	

Romanowicz, (2004) showed that Earth’s hum is mainly generated in the northern and 252	

southern oceans during their respective winter seasons by the interaction of IG waves 253	

and seafloor topography. Although hum can be excited by IG waves in the deep ocean 254	

(Webb, 2008), the dominant hum generation seems to be coastal (Bromirski and 255	

Gerstoft, 2009; Ardhuin et al., 2015). Traer and Gerstoft (2014) proposed that 256	

microseisms and hum have a common origin related to the different interaction of first-257	

order pressure waves generated by oceanic waves; DF will be produced by sum 258	

interactions while the Earth’s hum will be produced by difference interactions. 259	

 260	

Figure 3c shows the filtered seismic trace and the corresponding spectrogram in the 261	

Earth’s hum band. The increased energy observed during days 286 and 298 is not 262	

related to Earth’s hum, but to the global cycling waves and normal modes generated by 263	

a magnitude 6.7 seismic event with epicenter near the south coast of Papua, Indonesia 264	

(see section 5) and a magnitude 6.5 event in Costa Rica. The episode with maximum 265	

energy in this band is observed between days 291-294, a time interval also showing 266	

increased energy in the microseismic peak. As already pointed out in the previous 267	

section, during days 291-294 hurricane Sandy was moving along the coast of North 268	

America, allowing its seismic detection (Chen et al., 2015; Sufri et al., 2014). Following 269	

Rhie and Romanowicz (2006), we propose that seismic energy in the Earth’s hum band 270	
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can be attributed to IG waves generated by hurricane Sandy near the coast of North 271	

America, which radiated free energy travelling through the ocean and coupled to the 272	

seafloor near the European coast. For the rest of the investigated period, there is low 273	

correlation between energy variations in the microseismic and Earth’s hum bands. 274	

 275	

 276	

4  Solid Earth tides 277	

 278	

The gravitational effects of the Moon and the Sun, responsible of the tides in ocean 279	

waters, also affect the solid earth, leading to displacements which can reach up to 30 280	

cm. The solid Earth tides have characteristic periods around 12 and 24 hours (0.0231 281	

and 0.0115 mHz respectively) and cover the lowermost part of the seismic spectrum. 282	

Earth tides can be used to get information of the Earth interior, as estimations of the 283	

flattening of the core-mantle boundary, or to improve the accuracy of other 284	

measurements, as the positions given by GNSS networks (Agnew, 2007). Earth tides are 285	

typically recorded using tiltmeters, strainmeters, gravimeters or space geodesy 286	

instruments (Agnew, 1986), but the  displacements induced by solid Earth tides produce 287	

tilting that can also be detected by broad-band seismic sensors, in some cases with 288	

accuracy similar to supercomputing gravimeters (Pillet et al.,1994; Freybourger et al., 289	

1997). However, using broad-band seismometers to monitor Earth tide variations is only 290	

possible in locations with favorable conditions, as these signals are often masked by the 291	

effect of temperature and pressure changes, which can deform the vault or sensor 292	

casing, modifying the instrument response or altering the mechanical properties of the 293	

material surrounding the sensor, hence producing a signal not related to the elastic 294	

deformation of the Earth (Wolin et al., 2015).  295	

 296	

To observe the record of Earth tides in our data, we use the raw, uncorrected signal, as 297	

the mathematical operations involved in the removal procedure of the instrument 298	

response present numerical instabilities when dealing with such low frequencies. Figure 299	

4a shows the raw data downsampled to one sample per minute. This procedure acts as a 300	

low-pass filter, enhancing the long term variations in the signal. Note that the amplitude 301	

peaks observed in the seismic trace (October 12th, 20th, 23th and 24th) correspond to the 302	

arrival of surface waves from catalogued earthquakes. The theoretical Earth tide, 303	
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calculated using the Ertid program of the spotl package (Agnew, 2002) and expressed as 304	

potential heights is included at Figure 4a to compare with the seismic data. 305	

 306	

The downsampled seismic trace and the theoretical solid Earth tide appear to have a 307	

very good correlation. During the first days, the semi-diurnal component of tide 308	

dominates the signal in both the seismic and theoretical data. After 4/5 days, the 309	

theoretical Earth tide is progressively dominated by the diurnal component. The seismic 310	

trace also shows this tendency, even if the semi-diurnal component retains more energy. 311	

This probably reflects the fact that other sources, such as tilting due to temperature or 312	

pressure variations, are also contributing to the seismic signal. During the final four 313	

days, the amplitude of both signals diminishes as an effect of the fortnightly component 314	

of tides. Figure 4b shows the spectrum of the seismic trace after applying a FFT to the 315	

full dataset. As expected, the most prominent peak corresponds to the semi-diurnal M2 316	

component of tide, with a period of 12.241 h (2.24 10-5 Hz) while the second peak is 317	

close to the K1 and O1 diurnal tidal constituents, with periods of 23.934 and 25.818 318	

hours respectively (1.16 10-6 / 1.07 10-5 Hz). Therefore, Earth tides are the dominant 319	

source of signal in this very low frequency range.  320	

 321	

 322	

5 Seismic events 323	

 324	

The identification of different seismic phases following the occurrence of earthquakes 325	

and recorded at specific distances has been the major tool to understand the internal 326	

structure of the Earth, including its classical division into crust, mantle and outer and 327	

inner cores. To complete the description of the seismic wavefield in Figure 5, we 328	

present a couple of examples of nearby and distant earthquake recordings, hence 329	

allowing its comparison with the seismic signals discussed previously. A detailed 330	

analysis of the different phases identified in each event is out of the scope of this 331	

contribution and for more details the reader is referred to the large bibliography 332	

available on that point (e.g. Bormann et al., 2014; Kulhanek and Persson, 2011). It is 333	

worthy to note that other classes of seismic events do exist, including the tremors and 334	

short duration events associated to volcano activity (e.g. Chouet, 1996) or the non-335	

volcanic tremors and low frequency earthquakes associated to subduction zones (Shelly 336	

et al., 2007). Additionally, seismometers can record other natural phenomena, from 337	
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shock waves generated by meteorites (Edwards et al., 2008) to ground motion resulting 338	

from snow avalanches or landslides (e.g. Suriñach et al., 2005).  339	

 340	

The seismic events appear in the spectrogram as narrow lines crossing a large part of the 341	

spectrum, extending across at least three orders of magnitude of frequency. The distant 342	

(teleseismic) event is a Mw 6.7 earthquake with epicenter near the south coast of Papua 343	

(Indonesia), at a distance close to 14000 km from the recording site. The differences in 344	

velocity between compressional, shear, and surface waves, as well as the different ray 345	

paths followed by each phase, result in several hours of shaking associated with this 346	

event. Figure 5a presents 3 hours of data, but  smaller-amplitude signals, including 347	

global circling waves, can be identified at even later times. The signal of this event 348	

overprints the background seismic noise and can be identified even within the band 349	

normally associated with the microseismic peak. The spectrogram shows that this 350	

teleseismic event is recorded from at least 3 mHz to 2 Hz, even if most of the energy 351	

concentrates between 0.03 and 0.08 Hz, corresponding to the arrival of the surface 352	

waves train. The presence of energy bursts in this frequency range is in fact an useful 353	

approach to identify the arrival of teleseismic signals in the raw seismic data. The 354	

USGS catalogue reports 20 earthquakes with magnitude larger that 5.5 during the 355	

investigated period, most of which can be identified at Figure 1 by the presence of 356	

reddish colors around 0.06 Hz.  357	

 358	

Figure 5b shows the arrival of a local event with local magnitude 3.8 and epicenter near 359	

the town of Lourdes, at a distance of roughly 60 km from the recording site (Renass, 360	

http://	 http://renass.unistra.fr/evenements/517a51d8136522dc7e7fe116). Note that the 361	

time scale is now very different from the previous case, with a total duration of about 40 362	

s, which is about 100 times shorter than for the distant event. The frequency content is 363	

also very different, as the energy associated to this event can be identified between 0.8 364	

to 20 Hz in our spectrogram and extends to higher frequencies in the original data. The 365	

Renass catalogue report two additional events with magnitude above 2.0 on dates 366	

15/10/2012 20:08 and 16/10/2016 01:51. The arrival of those events can be identified at 367	

Figure 1 as light blue lines, but having amplitude similar to anthropogenic noise and 368	

hence making them difficult to recognize in a simple inspection of the spectrogram. 369	

 370	

 371	
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6 Conclusions 372	

 373	

Recordings of ground motion (seismograms) include much more information than the 374	

transient signals associated with earthquakes. Although this fact has been known since 375	

the early times of instrumental seismology, the availability of large amounts of 376	

waveform data from continuously recording broad-band stations allow nowadays a 377	

better understanding of the different natural and man-made processes dominating the 378	

generation of the background signal in the different frequency bands of the seismic 379	

spectrum. Nevertheless, disseminating this information is not easy, as examples of very 380	

different processes, with characteristic periods spanning from a few seconds to several 381	

hours, have to be collected in the seismic data.  382	

The excellent quality of the CANF broad-band seismic station recordings has allowed to 383	

select a two-week long period of ground motion shaking containing the effects of a 384	

wide variety of natural and artificial phenomena. The spectrogram shown at Figure 1 385	

allows to identify in a single image seismic signals with frequencies ranging from 3 386	

mHz to 20 Hz. Additional identification of the Earth tide signature results in a seismic 387	

dataset extending over six orders of magnitude in frequency and resulting from very 388	

different processes, from cars moving in the vicinity of the recording site to the passage 389	

of the Sandy hurricane along the North America coast or to the deformation induced by 390	

the gravitational effects of the Moon and the Sun. The present-day knowledge on how 391	

those processes generate seismic signals is reviewed and relevant references are 392	

provided to the reader for further information. The final conclusion can be that, also in 393	

the seismological world, “one person’s noise is another person’s signal”. 394	

 395	

 396	
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Figure Captions 653	

 654	

Figure 1: Upper panel:  Vertical component of the unfiltered seismic signal after 655	

removal of the instrument response. The vertical scale is expressed in nm/s. Lower 656	

panel: Spectrogram of the above signal between 0.03 and 20 Hz, computed using 657	

overlapping 1-hour long windows. The color scale represents the power spectral density 658	

(PSD) expressed in dB relative to 1 (m2/s2)/Hz, with the reddish colors representing 659	

large energy values. Time scale is shown as dates and Julian days.  660	

 661	

Figure 2: a) Seismic trace filtered between 2 and 10 Hz, showing the day/night 662	

variation of the anthropogenic seismic signals. b) Corresponding spectrogram. Note that 663	

the color palette is different from Figure 1 to enhance the visibility of the day/night 664	

variations. c) Vertical component filtered between 1 and 10 Hz to image the seismic 665	

signal generated by the Aragon River discharge after a large rainfall episode, 666	

represented by a red line. d) Corresponding spectrogram. The insets indicate the 667	

intervals in the complete spectrogram that have been analyzed. 668	

 669	

Figure 3: a) Upper panel: Spectrogram of the frequency range including the 670	

microseimic peak. The blue and grey dashed boxes outline respectively the primary and 671	

secondary peaks. Lower Panel: Seismogram filtered between 0.04 and 0.8 Hz. b) 672	

Significant wave heights from the NOAA Wavewatch III hindcast model 673	

(http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves/download.shtml?). Each frame represents the 674	

snapshot at 12:00 of the corresponding day. c) Upper panel: Spectrogram for the Earth’s 675	

hum frequency range. Lower Panel: Seismic trace band pass filtered between 3 and 30 676	

mHz. The insets allow to locate the analyzed intervals in the complete spectrogram. 677	

 678	

Figure 4: a) Theoretical solid Earth tide, represented as potential height (red dashed 679	

line) and raw vertical seismic trace downloaded to 1 sample per minute (black line). The 680	

correlation between both signals is clear for the semi-diurnal, diurnal and fortnightly 681	

components of tide. b) Spectrum of the seismic trace. The two peaks correspond to the 682	

frequencies of the main diurnal and semi-diurnal components of tide, shown by arrows.  683	

 684	

Figure 5: a) Spectrogram and seismic trace during the arrival of the seismic waves from 685	

a distant Mw 6.7 event with epicenter near the south coast of Papua, Indonesia (approx. 686	
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distance: 14000 km) b) Spectrogram and seismic trace during the arrival of the seismic 687	

waves from a local event with magnitude 3.8 Mlv and epicenter near the town of 688	

Lourdes, approximately 60 km away from the recording site. The black arrows in the 689	

inset allows to locate both events. 690	

 691	

Supplementary Material 692	

 693	

CANF_Z_Corrected_signal.sac 694	

SAC file including the vertical seismic component of the CANF station between 2012-695	

10-11 00:00 and 2012-10-25 00:00, after removal of the  instrument response  and 696	

sampled at 50 samples per second.  697	

 698	

 699	
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Figure 1: Upper panel: Vertical component of the unfiltered seismic signal after removal of the instrument response. The vertical scale is expressed in nm/s. Lower panel: 
Spectrogram of the above signal between 0.003 and 20 Hz, computed using overlapping 1-hour long windows. The color scale represents the power spectral density (PSD) 
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Figure 5: a,c) Seismic trace and corresponding spectrogram during the arrival of the 
seismic waves from a distant Mw 6.7 event with epicenter near the south coast of 
Papua, Indonesia (approx. distance: 14000 km). b,d ) Seismic trace and corresponding 
spectrogram during the arrival of the seismic waves from a local event with magnitude 
3.8 Mlv and epicenter near the town of Lourdes, approximately 60 km away from the 
recording site. Black boxes in the inset allow to locate both events.
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